1997 honda accord

The benchmark. The best-selling car in America. The highest resale value in its class. It needs a
V6. These are all statements that have been made with regularity concerning the Accord. It is
undoubtedly the most popular car in this country, despite what Ford who includes fleet sales to
such entities as rental car and government agencies in its sales totals for the Taurus has
claimed every year since The Accord won a loyal base of customers by offering sprightly
performance, room for four, frugal fuel economy and a virtual guarantee that, if cared for
properly, the Accord would not break. Those qualities have made it the benchmark. It is
consistently the best-selling car to regular retail customers like you. What about resale? The
current issue of Edmund's Used Car Prices says that a Accord EX sedan is worth approximately
64 percent of its original value. Sure, the Accord is pretty pricey new, but the overall cost of
ownership, when repairs, maintenance, and resale value are put into the equation, make it a
bargain. During the model year, the Accord sedan finally got a V6. However, it doesn't perform
as well as some versions four-cylinder Accord. Added weight, different tires, and an automatic
transmission collaborate to make the Accord V6 slower and less nimble than a five-speed
Accord EX. Additionally, critics find that the V6 powertrain is not ideally suited to the Accord,
citing smooth but dull response from both the engine and transmission resulting in a bland
character; decidedly out of tune with other Honda products. For Honda has dumped a few
models, most notably the LX 5-speed with antilock brakes, and the leather-equipped EX coupes.
As an added bonus, it's fun to drive. And knowing that, in the end, the Accord will actually cost
just half what the sticker reads makes the choice a no-brainer. The Accord is the definitive
family sedan, coupe or wagon. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Honda Accord. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Honda lease specials Check out Honda Accord lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. We don't like horn buttons, and we think the styling is a bit bland. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Changes to the ever-popular Honda Accord include the deletion of antilock brakes on
the LX five-speed models and the discontinuation of the EX Coupes with leather. No other
changes for the Accord. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Timex watch and 97 accord
take a lickin. Very well built car easily repaired FYI people don't be stupid and get taken in by
crooked mechanics. YOU CAN repair your own car all u need is google, you tube and some
tools and don't be afraid to get your hands dirty. One of the most amazing cars I ever owned
just keeps on going and going hoping to make it to , miles next year. This Accord was my very
first car and is an excellent first car for any high schooler. It's cute and sporty while still being
practical and functional, especially on the gas mileage. But I have never had a major problem
with my Accord and I always feel safe in it. Read less. Strong and Reliable 5-speed! I've owned
mostly Toyota, an 88 and 89 Camry, a 97 4Runner and an 06 Prius. I've owned an 04 Volvo S60
and a Mitsubishi Magna. I only owned one other Honda, a 90 Civic and that was like a lil
automatic go-kart that always started up and went everywhere. My girlfriend killed that car due
to ATF filling difficulties on her part. I LOVED THIS car, it was peppy and quick, acted like a
snow tank with winter treads through snowstorms; efficient as could be with avg 26 - 35 mpg
depending on temps outside and how grippy the tires are summers get 35mpg, winters down to
26 ; fun to drive with the classic Honda shifting action and sound of the motor correlating so
well to each gear; and the sheer simplicity of working on these cars, they are so easy to change
out parts and maintain. I have to sell my car now because can't keep due to moving overseas. I
love this car and it looks goood in it's new clean, polish, and waxed look and its Honda 7 spoke
alloy rims. I noticed when I hooked up newer Pioneer and Polk speakers and they didn't sound
as good. This car also has decent clearance and ability to go camping with here in Colorado.
Gonna miss this car. Will definitely buy another Honda. A Consumer Car With Zip. This is my
second Honda Accord in the last few years. My first was a '97 Honda Accord SE with , miles on
it that I bought from a junkyard for essentially nothing: it zipped around fine, sipped gas, and
was cheap to repair. It died lesson, never buy a used car without a maintenance history as the
old owner ragged it. For the above reasons, I bought one last week, a '97 EX with the V6 engine

in it. It has , miles on it and is in excellent condition. It has zip and pep and really gets around
town. Even better, as it has all the maintenance records going back to purchase, I can see it has
been well kept and for a fraction of other cars. Yay Honda Accords! See all reviews of the Used
Honda Accord. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk
Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Accord. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Vehicle
History. Vehicle Listing Details. Recent Arrival! New Price! This vehicle is part of our Budget
Row Collection, These cars sell quickly, so hurry in for a test drive, They have no implied or
expressed warranty. Jade Type G Leather. We have more inventory so we can offer more
selection and volume discounts. We now offer a wide selection of Certified vehicles. Our
Service Department and Collision Center offer many types of repairs. This vehicle has not been
mechanically inspected by Williams Auto Group. We encourage you to take to your own
mechanic for a complete inspection. Williams Auto Group assumes no responsibility for any
repairs. All prices do not include taxes, estimated tax fees, dealer documentary fee, certification
costs, reconditioning costs and any installed equipment. It is a Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car
option for those with the ability to perform mechanical repairs themselves, or have access to
others who can help. Our comprehensive point inspection report lists suggested repairs. This
list can be used as a guideline for you or, at your option, we can perform these repairs for you
at a discount. Contact a Sales Associate for more details - 'It is a Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car
option for those with the ability to perform mechanical repairs themselves, or have access to
others who can help. Trade must be present at time of transaction. We have a state of the art
facility that is ready to help you with your new or used Volkswagen purchase, used cars, used
trucks, used SUVs, and used vans wherever you live. Call us at or visit our website at The
vehicle is front wheel drive. This model has a 2. This Honda Accord gleams with a shiny gold
metallic finish. Front and rear side curtain airbags are included on this unit. This vehicle is
equipped with front air bags. Anti-lock brakes will help you stop in an emergency. The Honda
Accord features cruise control for long trips. The tilt steering wheel in this unit allows you to
adjust the driving experience to fit you. This Honda Accord has an automatic transmission. This
Honda Accord is equipped with a gasoline engine. Stay safe with additional front side curtain
airbags. Mid-sized cars are the perfect size. We are happy to provide you with a copy of the
Carfax, vehicle inspection, and completed services upon request. Call us today for any
additional details or to arrange a test drive today. At Norm Reeves Honda Huntington Beach we
offer an exclusive market price comparison upon request for every used vehicle we sell. Ask for
a copy of your report and an explanation of how Internet Direct Pricing can save you time and
money on your next purchase. Our Service Department has been awarded an additional 10
times for outstanding Customer Service Experience. They are generally higher mileage, older,
lower-priced vehicles that are perhaps 'flawed' in some way. They are only offered for a limited
time days before being sent to auction. They are sold with our best price listed on the
windshield with no negotiation necessary!! Contact dealer for more information. This LX Accord
is beautifully finished in Heather Mist Metallic and complimented by Ivory and this exceptional
vehicle gives you an amazing driving experience, wraps you in all the right creature comforts
and does so along with impressive Fuel efficiency rating. Odometer is miles below market
average! At Brickell Mazda, we strive to make the entire purchasing experience a simple,
Pleasant and transparent process because you deserve in an environment that fair radiates
positivity. After all, buying a car should be an enjoyable endeavor and not a long, drawn out,
painful experience. We break down the process so it's straightforward and clear, allowing you
to sit back, relax and focus on how you plan to enjoy your Mazda car or SUV. Whether you're
looking to lease a new car or buy a pre-owned SUV, our staff can handle your situation from
start to finish ensuring the purchasing process goes smoothly is important to us, too, and we
have full confidence that our finance team will find you the best offer possible. Once you've
chosen your next car, our team of financing experts are trained to sort through various auto
loans in order to help you find the right one for your needs. We also work with all Credit Unions
in the local area. Right off route Rack up savings on this economical vehicle. You'll love how
smooth this baby purrs! Call today to schedule your test drive. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Type
Sedan 9, Coupe Engine Details Transmission Automatic 9, Manual Engine Type Gas 9, Hybrid 8.
Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 10, Cylinders 4 cylinders 8, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. New Listing. No
accidents. Not provided. Check Availability. Title issue. Close C. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out
of 10, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Timex watch and 97 accord take a lickin. Very well built
car easily repaired FYI people don't be stupid and get taken in by crooked mechanics. YOU CAN

repair your own car all u need is google, you tube and some tools and don't be afraid to get
your hands dirty. One of the most amazing cars I ever owned just keeps on going and going
hoping to make it to , miles next year. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
motoguzzi 1200 sport
2009 mercury grand marquis fuse diagram
2007 mazda cx7 turbo replacement
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

